Pre-Minimalist Syntax


Introductions to Minimalist Syntax


Introductions to Logical Form (LF)


On S-Structure

Chomsky 1995:67-78 (ch. 1.3.3), 191-199 (ch. 3.4)


for the truly intrepid


‘This bibliography was compiled by Prof. Eric Potsdam, University of Florida.'
On D-Structure


Cook and Newson 1996:327-328.

Tough Movement

There is a very large body of literature on TM. These are some of the standard references in the GB tradition. There is also much insightful and detailed work on TM within GPSG/HPSG.


Minimalist Phrase Structure

Xbar Phrase Structure

Refinements


Related/Earlier Proposals


Adjunction


Generalized Transformations


Features and Checking Theory


Feature Strength


Pseudogapping


Economy Conditions

Background


Last Resort (Greed/ESI/Attract)


Expletive There (Minimalist analyses)


### Shortest Move/Minimal Link Condition


### Procrastinate


